Bellini - Opera Scenes And Arias For Soprano And Orchestra: Music Minus One Soprano
**Synopsis**

(Music Minus One). Bellini fans rejoice! We have collected here great scenes and arias from two of Bellini’s masterpieces: ‘Norma’ and ‘I Puritani.’ Learn from opera great Zvetelina Maldjanska as she sings these magnificent and challenging pieces with orchestra, then learn them yourself with your own personal orchestra. Includes a printed vocal score on high-quality ivory paper, with informative liner notes; and a CD+G graphics-enabled compact disc with complete versions (with soloist) followed by stereo orchestral accompaniments to each piece, minus the soloist. Performed by Zvetelina Maldjanska, soprano Accompaniment: Plovdiv Philharmonic Orchestra Conductor: Nayden Todorov
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